
The Earth’s Structure



SO MANY LAYERS, SO LITTLE 

TIME



Lithosphere (or Geosphere)

• Lithosphere:

–The outer shell of the Earth 

comprising the crust and the 

upper mantle



WHAT’S INSIDE?



Internal Structure of the Earth

• The Earth’s radius is about 6400 km

–This means that the centre of the Earth 

is very far

–Scientists have not yet managed to 

reach it. In fact they haven’t been able 

to go beyond a dozen kilometers or so

Why?!



What’s at the Centre of the 

Earth?



It’s more like this…
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Internal Structure

We can think of the Earth’s 

structure as being similar to an 

egg:

- The shell =

- The egg white = 

- The yolk = 

The crust

The mantle
The core



Crust

• The outermost layer of the 

lithosphere

• The crust is solid (rocks) and cool 

(5°C)

• The thickness varies depending on 

where you are:

• Under the oceans: 5-10 km thick

• Under the continents: 30-65 km thick



Mantle
• Upper mantle:

–Very thick (up to 

670 km)

–Hot (1000-1800°C)

–Partially liquid

• Made of semi-melted rock

This layer is what leads to 

continental drift





Mantle

• Lower mantle:

–Solid layer even though the 

temperature is very high (1800-

3700°C)

• Because it is under high 

pressure



Core
• Outer core:

–The outer part of the core is liquid

and very hot (3700-4500°C)

–Responsible for Earth’s magnetic 

field

• Whole bunch of liquid iron sloshing 

around



Core

• Inner core:

–Solid; again because of the high 

pressure

–VERY VERY HOT (over 4500°C)





Earth’s Surface
• The surface of the Earth has many 

different landscapes (mountains, 

valleys, etc)

–We call this relief



Relief

• This relief is generated mainly 

by two natural forces:

–Temperature differences

–Great pressure differences

• Together, these forces 

combine and affect the 

shape of the Earth’s crust



Relief

• Relief can also be affected 

by other forces such as:

–Wind

–Water

–Glacier formation/movement

• These forces lead to 

erosion



Relief

• Relief is also affected by 

human activities:

–Building roads

–Digging mines

–Leveling hills to build towns, etc


